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Abstract. This paper proposes the use of a discrete event system to model the naviga-
tion of a homogeneous population of mobile robots moving in an environment com-
posed of a number of discrete sites. We derive results that relate the blocking and
controllability properties of the automaton modeling the complete system with the
blocking and controllability properties of the smaller dimension automata modeling
each robot navigating in the environment.

1 Introduction

Autonomous navigation of mobile robots has been considered a key subject of investigation
since the pioneer work in mobile robotics. In fact, the ability of a robot to accomplish a certain
task in a given environment depends, quite often, on the robot’s ability to navigate in its envi-
ronment and, according to the task purpose, the navigation strategy may change. As an exam-
ple, Simmons and Koenig [1] used a Partially Observable Markov model to guide and keep
track of a robot, such that the robot is able to perform several tasks. In other works, behaviour
based navigation is developed using Dynamic Systems theory to generate the behaviours
[2, 3]. In the framework of Discrete-event Systems, Hale, Rokonuzzaman and Gosine [4] use
Petri Nets as a modeling tool for the navigation of a robot in unstructured environments.

With the bloom of multi-robot systems, the existence of multiple robots navigating si-
multaneously in a common environment raised new and challenging problems. Some of the
results already known regarding the navigation of a single robot were extended to multiple
robots. For example, in the work by Balch and Hybinette [5], potential fields are used to
achieve multi-robot navigation. The navigation of multiple robots also raised new and inter-
esting problems, such as cooperation and formation control or flocking, as addressed by Balch
and Arkin [6], where a reactive behaviour-based approach to formation control is described.

This paper models the navigation and control of a robot population in a discrete event
system framework. The navigation of the population of mobile robots is addressed in an
environment modeled as a topological map and considers the problem of driving the robots
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from some initial configuration to a final configuration. The multi-robot system is modeled
as a finite-state automaton (FSA) whose size is related to the number of robots and to the
number of nodes in the topological map representing the environment.

The main contribution of this paper is the analysis of the blocking and controllability
properties of this automaton. Since the automaton models the movement of the complete
robot population in the environment, from a start configuration to a given goal configuration,
properties such as blocking and controllability have direct correspondence with the successful
completion of this objective. In fact, a blocking state in the automaton corresponds to a distri-
bution of the robot population in the environment from which the desired goal configuration
is not attainable. On the other hand, controllability of the automaton implies that blocking
states are avoidable, which means that it is possible to disable some actions to prevent the
robots from reaching such blocking configurations.

The presented results relate the blocking and controllability properties of the automaton
modeling the multi-robot system (which can be a large-dimension automaton, for complex
systems) with the blocking and controllability properties of smaller automata, namednaviga-
tion automata, that model the navigation of each individual robot.

In a decentralized architecture, where each robot has only knowledge of its own move-
ment in the environment, we prove that the verification of some conditions regarding the
individual automata are necessary and sufficient to assure the reachability of the objective for
the entire population.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the system under study is described and
the FSA modeling the system is presented. Section 3 analyzes blocking properties of the
FSA and derives results relating the blocking of the automaton modeling the complete system
with the automata modeling each of the robots. In Section 4, the controllability/observability
properties of the FSA are analyzed, and the results of Section 3 are extended to controlla-
bility/observability. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and presents directions for future
work.

2 The Finite State Automaton Model

Consider a system ofN robots, navigating in a discrete environment (represented by a topo-
logical map) consisting ofM distinct sites. This will be referred to as aN -R-M -S situation
(N robots andM sites). The set of sites is denoted byS. The function
 : S ! 2S establishes
a correspondence between a sitei and a setSi � S of sites reachable fromi in one movement
of a robot.
The State-Space

In a general situation, withN non-homogeneous robots andM sites, with no constraints
on the number of robots present in each site, each robot can be inM different positions and
there areMN different possible configurations. In such situation, the state-space,X, is the set
of all possible robot configurations, yieldingjXj = MN . Each state will then be aN -tuple
(x1; x2; :::; xN ), wherexi is the site where roboti is.

For the simpler case of a homogeneous set of robots and from the point of view of the
final objective, some of these states are equivalent, since the robots are indistinguishable. This
leads to a simplification in the automaton, since the equivalent configurations can be merged
into one single state. This simplified model has a state space withM+N�1CM�1 states where
each state consists of aM -tuple(n1; n2; :::; nM), with ni being the number of robots in sitei.



The Event Set
Since the environment is composed by a finite number of sites, each robot can take, at

each moment, a finite setA of possible actions of the typeGo(i; j), corresponding to going
from sitei to sitej. The events in the system correspond to the movements of the robots. For
simplicity, consider that only one robot moves at a time.
The FSA

The notation used throughout this work is similar to the one used in the book by Cassan-
dras and Lafortune [7]. The Finite-State AutomatonG describing the system is a six-tuple
(X;E; f;�; x0; xm) where:

� X is the state space, with each state being aM -tuple (n1; n2; :::; nM) andni being the
number of robots in sitei;

� E is the set of possible events. The events are denoted byGo(i; j), corresponding to the
movement of a robot from sitei to sitej;

� f : X � E �! X is the transition function;

� � : X �! 2E is the active event function that can be determined from the function
;

� x0 is the initial state, corresponding to the initial configuration;

� xm is the only marked state, corresponding to the final configuration.

Figure 1: Example of a 2-R-3-S system.

Figure 1 depicts the FSA for a 2-R-3-S system where no initial or final configurations
were established.

3 Blocking

LetG be the automaton modeling aN -R-M -S system, as described in Section 2.
A generic automatonM = (Y;EM ; fM ;�M ; y0; Ym) is said to be blocking ifLm(M)  

L(M) [7], i.e., there are strings generated byM (strings inL(M)) that are not a prefix to a
marked string (strings inLm(M)). This means that there is a setYC � Y , denoted asblocking



set, such that there are no transitions coming out from any statey 2 YC to any other state
z =2 YC.

In terms of the system under study, ifG is blocking, with a blocking setXC , whenever the
robot population reaches a configuration corresponding to a statex 2 XC , it is not possible
to drive it to the desired goal configuration anymore.

Usually, blocking is checked by verifying exhaustively ifLm(G) ( L(G). In the present
case, as the system can lead to relatively large automata for not so largeM andN , a more
effective way to check the blocking properties ofG is desirable. Whether the system corre-
sponds or not to a blocking automaton is directly related to the function
. By definition,
whenever sitej is reachable from sitei, j 2 
(i). If

j 2 
(i)) i 2 
(j); 8i; j 2 S; (1)

thenG is non-blocking.
Defining the function
�1(i) : 2S ! 2S, as
�1(i) =

T
j2
(i) 
(j), condition (1) can be

re-stated as:

Result 1. The automatonG describing aN -R-M -S system is non-blocking if

i 2 
�1(i); 8i 2 S: (2)

Proof. If condition (1) is met, there is no closed subset ofS(1). This implies that any robot
can reach any site from any other site, and, thus, any configuration is reachable from any
other configuration, which means thatG is non-blocking. It remains only to be proved that
conditions (2) and (1) are equivalent.

(1) ) (2): Suppose that there isi =2
T
j2
(i) 
(j). This means that there isj 2 
(i) such

thati =2 
(j). But then (1) is not met and (1))(2).
(2) ) (1): Suppose that there arei; j 2 S such thati 2 
(j) butj =2 
(i). Sincej =2 
(i),

this means thatj =2
T
k2
(j)
(k). But then (2) is not met, this completing the proof.

Condition (2), though being sufficient, is not necessary forG to be non-blocking. In the
sequel, a more general result is derived.

Consider a 1-R-M -S system. DefineR(xi) as the set of all statesxj such that there is a
path from sitei to sitej. Similarly, if X is a set of states,R(X) =

S
x2X R(x). For aN -R-

M -S system,R is defined similarly in terms of the corresponding automaton. The automaton
modeling the 1-R-M -S system is a replica of the topological map of the environment, with
each state corresponding to a node. The marked statexm will be the one corresponding to the
target site,m.

For aN -R-M -S situation described by an automatonG, define a navigation automaton
G(ym) as a six-tuple(Y;Em; fm;�m; y0; fymg), where:

� Y is the state space, where each state corresponds to a site;

� Em is the set of possible events, corresponding to the allowed transitions between sites;

� �m is the active event function, which is equivalent to function
;

� fymg is a singleton sinceym is the only marked state—it corresponds to a site inSF ,

1We define a set of sitesSC to be closed if there is no path out ofSC to some sitei =2 SC .



with SF being the set of all sites with at least one robot in the desired configuration.
Notice that each of these automata models the navigation of a single robot in the environ-

ment. Moreover, each automatonG(ym) corresponds to a different target site inSF . It is now
possible to prove the following result.

Result 2. The automatonG describing aN -R-M -S system is non-blocking iffall thenavi-
gation automataG(ym) defined above are non-blocking, with any initial conditiony0 corre-
sponding to a state from the initial configuration.

Proof. (If) Consider one of the navigation automataG(ym). If this automaton is non-blocking,
the marked stateym 2 R(Y0) (Y0 is the set of states corresponding to sites with some robot
in the initial configuration). If this is true for all automataG(ym), this means that each of the
robots can reach any of the sites inSF , yielding

xm 2 R(x); 8x 2 X0; (3)

and, thus,G is non-blocking.
(Only if) If G is non-blocking, the target configuration is within reach from any other

configuration reachable fromx0, which implies that allG(ym) are non-blocking.
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Figure 2: Topological map for aN -R-4-S system.

As an example on the application of Result 2, consider aN -R-4-S system with the topo-
logical map of Figure 2. Notice that, with proper labeling, initial state and marked state, this
map coincides with one of the navigation automata. Since there are no paths from site 4 to
any other site, Result 2 leads to the conclusion that the system is non-blocking if and only if
the only marked state isxm = (0; 0; 0; N):

If, on the previous example,N = 2, the complete automaton is represented in Figure 3
and the previous statement can be checked by inspection. In fact, notice that the set

XC = f(1; 0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 0; 1); (0; 0; 1; 1); (0; 0; 0; 2)g;

is a closed set andxm =2 XC .
With Result 2, blocking properties of an automaton withM+N�1CM�1 states can be in-

ferred from the blocking properties of, at most,minfM;Ng automata each one withM states.
For large systems, this greatly reduces the analysis effort.

4 Supervisory Control

In this section, the controllability of the automaton describing aN -R-M -S system is ana-
lyzed.



Figure 3: AutomatonG for a 2-R-4-S system.

As referred in Section 3, the only marked state in the automaton is the one corresponding
to the goal configuration. Therefore, the automatonG was built in order to mark the desired
language. Nevertheless, in a situation where the automaton is blocking, it is not desirable
that the system reaches a blocking state, since this will prevent the final configuration to be
reached. The presence of a supervisorS necessarily relates to this situation, where blocking
must be prevented.

For a general automatonM , if K is the desired marked language, there is a non-blocking
supervisorS if and only if KEuc \ L(M) � K andK = K \ Lm(S=M) [7], whereEuc �

E is the set of uncontrollable events. In the present situation the system already marks the
desired language, and, thus, if the system is controllable, the controlled system is necessarily
non-blocking.

As seen in Section 3, blocking states prevent the system from accomplishing its objective.
Therefore, it is important to determine the existence of a supervisor that can prevent blocking,
i.e., it is important to determine if the system is controllable.

This analysis will be conducted in two different steps: in a first approach, some transitions
are considered uncontrollable, but all are considered observable. In a second approach, the
uncontrollable transitions are considered unobservable.

One remark should be made regarding this modeling of the uncontrollable and unobserv-
able events. The unobservable events seek to model the uncertainty in the transitions of the
system. By introducing unobservable transitions of the robots between states, it is possible to
model uncertainty about the actual position of the robots. Since each event represents motion
actions for the robots, the uncertainty is related to the state reached after some action, and
therefore it is strictly coupled to controllability. The uncontrollability of these unobservable
events is, therefore, meant to avoid artificial disabling of the uncertainty in these transitions
by a supervisor.



4.1 Limited Control with Full Observation

Consider that there is a non-empty set of uncontrollable eventsEuc � E. As stated, super-
visory control only makes sense when blocking is involved. This means that at least one of
the navigation automataG(ym) is blocking. This, in turn, means that there is a closed set of
states,YC , such thatym =2 R(YC).

This navigation automaton will not meet the controllability condition if and only if the
set of uncontrollable eventsEuc is such that a strings = e1:::ek exists which verifiesfei; i =
1; :::; kg � Euc andfm(y; s) 2 YC for some statey betweeny0 andym. Generalizing for a
N -R-M -S system, Result 3 is obtained, which is dual of the Result 2 derived in Section 3.

Let I be the set such that, fori 2 I; G(yi) are blocking navigation automata (notice that
I 6= ;, sinceG is assumed to be blocking).YCi will denote the blocking set of automaton
G(yi). DefineYB =

S
i2I YCi andYNB = Y nYB.

Result 3. The blocking automatonG describing aN -R-M -S is controllable iff the automaton
Guc(YNB); i 2 I is controllable, with respect to the languageK = Lm(Guc(YNB)), with any
initial conditiony0 corresponding to a state from the initial configuration..

The automatonGuc(YNB) is defined by the six-tuple(Y;Em; fm;�m; y0; Ym), where

� Y , Em, fm and�m are defined as in Result 2;

� y0 is the initial condition;

� Ym = YNB.

Proof. (If) Suppose the automatonGuc(YNB) is controllable for any initial condition. This
means that any string that takes a robot to the blocking setYCi is not composed uniquely by
uncontrollable events. This implies that blocking can be prevented for all the automataG(y i)

as defined in Result 2, by disabling only controllable events (which correspond to controllable
events in the general automatonG) which, in turn, implies that systemG is controllable.

(Only if) The automatonG is uncontrollable if there is a string of uncontrollable events
that drives it to its blocking set. Similarly, it is controllable if no such string exists. This means
that the controlled system is non-blocking and, thus, the events disabled by the supervisor are
not uncontrollable. These events correspond to controllable events that would lead some of
the blocking navigation automataG(yi) to its blocking set. But thenGuc(YNB) is controllable
for any initial condition.

4.2 Limited Control and Observation

In this subsection, it is considered that the uncontrollable events referred in Section 4.1 are
also unobservable.

LetEuo be the set of unobservable events. Given Result 3, the hypothesis ofEuo = Euc 6= ;

does not add any considerable complexity to the problem. In fact, in this situation, if the sys-
tem is controllable, it is also observable (see [7]), and Result 3 allows to simultaneously
conclude about controllability and observability and it can be restated as follows.

Result 4. The blocking automatonG describing aN -R-M -S is controllable (and, thus, ob-
servable) iff the automatonGuc(YNB) defined in Result 3 is controllable (and, thus, observ-
able), with respect to the languageK = Lm(Guc(YNB)). The set of uncontrollable and un-
observable events ofG, Euc andEuo, verifyEuc = Euo.



As an example of the application of Result 4, consider again the system described by
the automatonG of Figure 3. The only events that drive the automaton to the setXC are
events of the typeGo(i; 3), with i 2 f0; 1g. This leads to the immediate conclusion thatG is
controllable except ifEuc = U = fGo(i; 3); i 2 f0; 1gg.

Notice that, for this example,YNB = f1; 2; 3g. From Result 4, this means that, if the
automatonGuc(YNB) is controllable, so isG. ButGuc(YNB) is controllable as long asEuc 6=

U , as expected.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper the problem of controlling the navigation of a set of mobile robots operating in a
discrete environment was discussed. Relevant results have been derived, that allow the use of
small dimension automata (navigation automata) to infer about the blocking properties of the
general automaton that describes the complete system. These results were extended to cope
with controllability and observability issues.

In a situation where a specific configuration is aimed for a set of robots, the presented
results allow to determine in a decentralized manner (i.e., locally at each individual robot),
if the global objective is achievable, and if blocking configurations are avoidable. As an ex-
ample, in the situation of Figure 2, where a set of robots is to navigate with decentralized
control, supposing that the marked state was other than[ 0 0 0 N ], each robot would
realize on its own that state4 should be avoided, or that some coordination strategy was to
be implemented in order to assure that the number of robots going to site4 was strictly the
essential in order for the goal configuration to be achieved.

The extension of the present work to the situation where a heterogeneous set of robots
is considered is envisaged for future research. It is also of interest to relate the blocking
properties of the navigation automata with the ergodicity of the Markov Chain which can
be used to model the complete system, when a probabilistic uncertainty is associated to the
events representing the movements of the robots.
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